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Facilitating admission of deserving and eligible candidates
belonging to SC/ST category facing financial constraints
This is for the information,and necessary action by all concerned within the stiulated period that the Twelfth
Five Year Plan Document's para 21.232 states that "th~ reach of scholarships and student loans with
government guarantees would be universalized so that no student is deprived of higher education
opportunities for financial reasons. This will be complemented by schemes tailord to the specific needs
of different groups. Attention to measures like improving the quality of teaching-learning in Indian
languages should also be initiated in order to address the language-based dimension of inequality".
Many schemes, like Scholarships, Interest Subsidy on Education Loan, etc. ate being implemented by this
Departmentto facilitate the poor students. However, it has been noticed that despite all these efforts many
SC/ST students belongings to poor families are constrainedto miss admission. Notwithstanding technical
difficulties in the process, the endeavor has to be to ensure that no rightful candidate misses the
opportunities only on account of ready non-availability of adequate funds. The matter has been
considered and in order to tackle the problem, it has been received that all Centrally Funded Higher
Educational Institutions may adopt the following course of action for admission of different categories
of students based on intelligible criteria vide university letter number CB-1I/062/2015/758
dated
19/23.10.2015 and letter number F.No.14-5/2013-SC/ST
dated 13.01.2014, issued by the Department of
Higher Education, Ministry of Human Reserouce Development (MHRD):i.

No fees need to be charged at the time of admission from those SC/ST students who are eligible
for Post-metric ScholarshipslTop Class Scholarships. They may deposit the fee with the college
as soon as they receive the scholarship amount. An undertaking to this effect shall be taken
from them at the time of admission. However, the CFHEls will be responsible for timely
verification, etc. of documents and their submission to facilitate timely disbursement of
scholarship.

ii.

In other cases, if any SC/ST student failed to deposit the fee in the college, then fees may be
charged after making special efforts to get them requisite loan sanctioned, including facility of
interest subsidy to those whose income is below Rs. 4.5 lakhs where applicable.

iii.

Special Schemes under SCSPITSP may also be drawn, in consultation with the target group in
respective CFHEls, for providing other facilities like books, equipment etc. essentially required
for completion of course, which are not covered under these Scholarship Schemes, for SC/ST
students.
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